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Since the Raman spectra of only the first and last of the above isotopic varieties have been reported in detail, and those only for the liquid state, it was deemed of interest to obtain the gaseous Raman spectra for the complete series.
Experimental
The starting material in the preparation of the compounds was the diethyl ether complex of BF,. This was converted to the appropriate dibomne by means of lithium aluminum hydride or deuteride essentially according to the method given by SHAPIRO et al. [l] . The boron-11 compounds contained appro~ately 81 per cent of the llB isotope, the normal isotopic abidance, while the boron-10 compo~ds* contained 96 per cent of the desired isotope. The hydrogen content ofthe deuterated compounds was estimated at less than 2 per cent from the spectral evidence. 
Results
Observed frequencies, estimated intensities, and assignments for the hydrogen and deuterium compounds, respectively, are shown in Tables 1 and   Tracings   typical  of  deuterated  are  in  1.  difficulty  met identifying A, fundamentals, since the characteristic sharp appearance of totally symmetric bands in the Raman spectrum of gaseous compounds is at * Boron-10 was obtained 88 the CaF,.SF, complex from Union Carbide and Carbon, Oak Ridge National Laboratory. The l&man spectra of four isotopic varieties of diborane in the gas phase The other Raman-active fundamentals were typically broad and diffuse and lower in intensity so that frequently they could not be distinguished from the background.
In some oases, they were obscured by A, fundamentals or overtones. This appears to be the reason for the great breadth of the band near 700 cm-l in the deuterated compounds.
Assignment of overtones and combination bands was made with the help of the infrared active fundamentals of the gas listed by LORD and NIELSEN [3] ; where Raman-active fundamentals could not be identified from the present work, liquid values from the same paper were used. Frequently alternate possibilities existed for the assignment of weak bands. In such cases, the assignment with A, symmetry, if one existed, was preferred on the grounds that bands of this class would likely be more intense in the Raman effect. Several cases in which the intensity of the overtone or combination was enhanced by Fermi resonance were noted, the most pronounced case occurring in the deuterated compounds and involving 2~ and vi. The doublet appearing at the position of 2va in the spectrum of llB,D, is attributed to the presence of roughly 30 per cent of ilB -l"B molecules.
The unexpectedly high intensity of the isotopic satellite at 1824 cm-l above that expected from the ratio of isotopic molecules arises from a closer resonance with the vi fundamental in the lighter molecules.
The fundamentals derived from the present work are collected in Table 3 . Since they agree quite well with those given by LORD and NIELSEN [3] , who have considered all previous work, they will not be discussed in detail. It may be
